
Refrigerant recovery from refrigeration and air conditioning systems has become very important 
in the day to day workshop environment.  It is imperative and law, that a technician be correctly 
equipped to deal with refrigerant recovery.  The company needs to be compliant and certified to be 
able to complete such recovery tasks.

Did you know that all technicians should have an electronic leak detector, recovery unit and vacuum pump?  
To assist with maintaining these stringent laws and to make your working life that little bit simpler, JAVAC now offer the 
Compliance Pack, which includes these essential refrigeration service tools. If you want more than just the basics, 
JAVAC also offers the Complete Pack.  

JAVAC’s Complete pack includes the locally made and designed XTRpro portable recovery unit.  The XTRpro is ideally 
suited for the refrigeration market, featuring a quiet AC compressor with high recovery capacity and capabilities for 
R410a.  Special features include 1/2 HP high torque AC motor, reduced noise and increased liquid pumping by 50% 
more than earlier models.  This ensure that the residual vapour moves faster and delivers your results quicker. 

Also included is the CC 81 vacuum pump. This pump is an economical unit suitable for light refrigeration duties.  Also 
ideal for small commercial applications where typical service evacuation times are required. 

The Tek-Mate portable leak detector is an extremely reliable unit with 5 g/a sensitivity for all CFC’s, HCFC’s and HFC’s. 
It automatically compensates for changing background contamination, with an electrical sensor that consists of a 
ceramic substrate with a reactive element; and maintained at a high temperature by a built in heating element.

JAVAC’s Acravac digital vacuum gauge is also included. A low cost hand held thermistor gauge with LCD display, 
ranging between 2000 - 50 microns. 

Lastly, the Complete Pack gives you a 2 piston valve manifold and gauge set with 36 inch hoses. Suitable for R134a, 
R22, R404a and R406.

All of this equipment comes with 12 month warranty with the added benefit of knowing you are supporting Australian 
business.
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